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2.5D heterogeneous and 3D wafer-level stacking are reshaping the packaging landscape.
WHAT’S NEW

•	Two main market segments:
- Highigh-end segment: highperformance computing,
networking, gaming, and AR/VR/
MR
- Mid/low-end segment: CMOS
Image Sensors (CIS), MEMS,
and LED
•	Semiconductor market mutation
and its impact on stacking
technologies
•	Through silicon via's (TSV)
extensive usage in HPC and
networking hardware
•	3D System on Chip (SoC)
technology to hit the market by 2019
•	Hybrid bonding/stacking
technology: markets, applications,
forecasts, and players
•	Stacking technologies forecast for
the CIS market
•	Technologies that are challenging
2.5D TSV interposer

STACKING: ONE ALTERNATIVE FOR HIGH INTEGRATION BESIDE
MOORE’S LAW
The slowdown of Moore’s law opened the path to
new inventions for answering actual mega-trends’
stringent specifications. In the packaging field, 2.5D
and 3D stacking technologies were preferred by many
semiconductor players, and through silicon via (TSV)
was the initial stacking technology. After several years
of development and a focus on MEMS, it finally entered
many applications. Today, 2.5D and 3D stacking
technologies are the only solution that meet the
required performance of applications like AI and data
center as for today. Stacking technologies are used in
a variety of hardware, including 3D stacked memory,
Graphics Processing Unit (GPU), Field-Programmable
Gate Array (FPGA), and CMOS Image Sensor (CIS),
are intended for the high/mid and low-end market
segments.

Stacking technologies: revenue breakdown per market from 2018 to 2023
2023

HPC & networking
Consumer
Automotive
Others (industrial and medical)

$5 749M
$252M

CAGR 25%

2018

KEY FEATURES

•	Markets and applications requiring
3D stacking technologies
•	High-end market segment:
stacking technologies (TSV, 2.5D
interposer, and 3D SoC), supply
chain and forecasts for HPC,
networking, gaming, and AR/
VR/MR. Breakdown by product
(stacked memory) and technology
(2.5D and 3D SoC)
•	Mid/low-end segment:
technologies (TSV and hybrid
bonding), supply chain, and
forecasts for CIS, MEMS,
sensors, and LED. Breakdown by
technology for CIS and LED, and
by application for MEMS & sensors
• The future of stacking technologies

Hardware like High Bandwidth Memory (HBM) and
CIS comprise the majority of TSV’s revenue. The
overall stacking technologies market will exceed
$5.5B in 2023 with a CAGR of 27%. As for today,
the consumer market is the biggest contributor,
with over 65% market share. But this, paradoxically,
doesn’t mean that consumer is the driver for these
technologies. In reality, HPC is the real driver for
stacking technologies and will exhibit the fastest
growth up to 2023, with market share doubling from
20% in 2018 to 40% in 2023. In terms of packaging
revenue, this equates to a more than 6x increase
from 2018’s revenue. Consequently, the consumer
market’s share will decrease. Other markets like
automotive, medical, and industrial will maintain
their current market share.

$2 722M
CAGR 18%

$1 758M
$81M

$1 176M

$350M

$2 324M

*CAGR
+27%

CAGR 46%
$452M

$150M

CAGR 25%
*CAGR: Compound Annual Growth Rate
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FROM TSV TO WAFER-LEVEL STACKING, PACKAGING TECHNOLOGIES ARE
FLOURISHING
Since the stacking battle is mostly between TSVbased and TSV-less technologies, these are the
two categories Yole Développement considers in
this report.

bonding and TSV interconnections (potentially).
The Foveros example shows that although TSV
is being challenged by non-TSV technologies,
companies still have faith in it.

For today’s high-end market segment, the most
popular 2.5D and 3D integration technologies on the
market are based on TSV for 3D stacked memory,
and TSV interposer for heterogeneous stacking.
Chip-on-Wafer-on-Substrate (CoWos) technology
is already widely used for HPC applications, and
new TSV technologies will hit the market in 2019,
i.e. Foveros from Intel, which is based on “active”
TSV interposer and 3D SoC technology, with hybrid

We cannot neglect the emergence of TSV-less
technologies in the market. These innovations
can be placed into two groups: “with substrate”
and “embedded in substrate”. Embedded Multidie
Interconnect Bridge (EMIB) technology, already
commercialized, is part of the embedded-insubstrate group, where the Si bridge is deep seating
in the substrate. Other substrate technologies are
being developed but are still not on the market, i.e.
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Integrated Thin Film High Density Organic Package
(I-THOP) and Flip Chip - Embedded Interposer
Carrier (FC-EIC).
With-substrate technologies are also used as
alternatives to TSV, for example InFO on substrate,
which is widely used in Apple’s processors. Also,
redistribution layer (RDL) interposer technology is
currently being developed and will hit the market by
2020. Last but not least, Fan Out Chip on Substrate

(FOCoS) was developed and commercialized in 2016,
but seems to be lacking orders.
Hybrid bonding can bridge the two main categories
(with TSV/without TSV). This technology’s
particularity is that it can be simultaneously TSV
challenger and teammate. Since 2016 it has been
commonly used in smartphones’ CIS, and in the near
future it will integrate the high-end market segment
for memory and 2.5D as an interconnection solution.

TSV-less stacking technologies - 2018 overview
Alternative technologies
to TSV interposer

RDL
interposer

EMIB

SLIT

InFO
on substrate

FOCoS

SWIFT

Embedded trace

i-THOP
Silicon bridge
instead of Si
TSV
interposer

RDL
interposer
instead of Si
TSV
interposer

RDL
deposition and
etching + flip
chip

0 m Silicon

Chip first + RDL
deposition +
bumping

Chip last +
RDL
deposition and
etching

Hybrid
Bonding

FC-EIC

Embedded metal layers or
embedded Si interposer

2 wafers
bonding with
Cu bumps.
No TSV
needed

Non-exhaustive list of companies

This technology is evoked in its details in the CMOS Image Sensors (CIS) section
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WHO IS BACKING AND CAPITALIZING ON STACKING TECHNOLOGIES?
Different players want their share of the growing
$5.5B stacking market, and four different business
models are today locked in a race to win a piece of
the stacking business: foundries, IDMs, OSATs, and IP
companies.
Foundries like TSMC, UMC, and GlobalFoundries
dominate TSV heterogeneous stacking technologies
due to their ability to produce the interposer inhouse. Intel, with its “Foveros” technology, is the only
IDM trying to compete in this sector. For 3D stacked

memory, the battle is between the “Big 3” IDMs:
Samsung, SK Hynix, and Micron. These companies will
continue to reign over the stacked memory market.
Meanwhile, 3D SoC is a foundry technology, and it
is likely that only one foundry will manufacture it, in
order to ensure high yield and limit risks. Here, TSMC
leads the time-to-market race over GlobalFoundries.
For the TSV-less technologies, the game is a bit
more engaged between foundries, IDMs, OSATs, and
substrate makers. Some players, like Samsung, Intel,

Overview of the main stacking technologies & players
Type
Type

Foundry

Company**

Technology name

With TSV

Without
TSV

With
Substrate

Without
Substrate

Embedded in
Substrate

Stacking
technology

CoWoS
InFO on substrate

*

3D SoC

2.5D

TSV interposer
3D stacked memory

IDM

3D

RDL interposer
Foveros
EMIB
FOCoS

OSAT

SWIFT

2.5D

SLIT
Substrate
manufacturer

IP

i-THOP
FC-EIC
Hybrid Bonding

*3D SoC will use hybrid bonding & TSV may be required

**Non-exhaustive list of companies
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and TSMC, are involved in “with” and “without”
TSV technology development. ASE (an OSAT)
introduced its FOCoS technology to the market
in 2016, while other players like Amkor have
developed their proper technologies but are still
awaiting orders.

Xperi, an IP company, will positively impact the
market because its hybrid bonding technology
is midway between “with” and “without-TSV”
technologies. Xperi’s other advantage is that its
technology is compatible with both high and mid/
low-end segments.

Concerning substrate companies like Shinko,
Unimicron, and most recently Fujitsu Interconnect,
they are all still in R&D.

Foundries, IDMs, and IP companies have the
advantage over OSATs in stacking technologies, since
the latter encounter difficulties in obtaining orders.

REPORT OBJECTIVES

• Illustrate the impact of the semiconductor market’s mutation on packaging technologies
•	Outline three stacking technologies: through silicon via (TSV), 3D system-on-chip, and hybrid
bonding
•	Provide an overview of the markets requiring stacking technologies, along with updated market
data and forecasts
• Describe the hardware and key applications that are/will use stacking technologies
• Identify the main players and the supply chain for stacking technologies
• Reference nascent solutions that may challenge some of the existing stacking technologies
• Predict future applications where stacking technologies might be needed
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benefit of the Seller itself, but also for its licensors, employees
and agents. Each of them is entitled to assert and enforce those
provisions against the Buyer.
Any notices under these Terms and Conditions shall be given in
writing. They shall be effective upon receipt by the other Party.
The Seller may, from time to time, update these Terms and
Conditions and the Buyer, is deemed to have accepted the latest
version of these terms and conditions, provided they have been
communicated to him in due time.
9. GOVERNING LAW AND JURISDICTION
9.1 
Any dispute arising out or linked to these Terms and
Conditions or to any contract (orders) entered into in
application of these Terms and Conditions shall be settled
by the French Commercial Courts of Lyon, which shall have
exclusive jurisdiction upon such issues.
9.2 French law shall govern the relation between the Buyer and
the Seller, in accordance with these Terms and Conditions.

